FIRE RATED LESS BOTTOM ROD POPPER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR PAIRS OF DOORS

1. Lay out parts included in kit.
2. Drill 1" (25 mm) Dia. hole per detail below in active leaf door edge. Install popper cap.
3. Drill 13/16" (21 mm) Dia. hole per detail below in inactive leaf door edge.
4. Install POPPER ASSEMBLY in edge of inactive door.
5. Install (4) screws as shown. (6-32 Tap for metal door.)

ACTIVE LEAF

1 3/4" x 1" x 5/64" Deep Mortise For Bolt Faceplate

IN-ACTIVE LEAF

1" DIA. (25 mm) HOLE
1 1/4" (32 mm) DEEP MIN.

13/16" DIA. (20.6 mm) HOLE
3 1/4" (95 mm) DEEP MIN.

CAP PLUG

POPPER

FINISHED FLOOR OR THRESHOLD
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